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In contrast to symbolic probkm-solving systems, neural network systems have many salient properties such
as parallelism, lear.qability, and fault-tolerance [1,2,5]. But it seems difficult, if not impossible, to construct
an expert system in a single gigantic neural network [3,6]. In this paper we introduce a class of structured
networks called YEN's (Voting and Election Network.!) in which several different types of neural learning
networks are organized into a voting and election system. The distributed parallel cooperative inference
mechanism of the generic VEN system is discussed, an election scheme based on a network of sigma-pi units
is presented, and the experimental results and observations on a two-person board game are reported. The
YEN arr:hitecture appears to provide a framework for constructing knowledge-based problem-solving systems
using neural networks as building blocks, while still maintaining the strengths of the neural computing.

1

The Voting and Election Ivlodel

The voting and election network (VEN) is a network whose components are neural learning networks
that are organized into a voting and election system. The voting and election system consists of a
distributor, one or more voters, and an elector (see Fig.l). The distributor distributes the input
data among the voters. The voters cast their votes (hypotheses or constraints) for all candidates
in parallel. It is the responsibility of the elector to determine the final solution that best satisfies
the multiple hypotheses.
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Fig.l. The organization of a. VEN system with its envirorunent
A VEN system is a VEN or a VEN of VEN systems. In VEN systems, the input data is partially
shared among the voters, but the knowledge for solving a problem is divided into knowledge modules
which are not shared among the voters in parallel voting. In general, a voter alone can not solve
a problem, rather all the voters must 'cooperate and/or compete through the arbitration of the
elector. It is noticeable that there are no constraints on the architecture and learning mechanism
of the voter itself.
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Distributed Parallel Cooperative Inference

Inferences in a voting and election system of neural networks (i.e. VEN) are performed at two
different levels: at the level of neurons (micro-inferences) and at the level of problem states (macroinferences). The problem-solving process of the system is a sequence of conclusive macro-inferences,
each step of which corresponds to a state transition (or move) in the problem space.
At the beginning of each problem-solving step, current input data, s(t), describing the current
situation of the problem is distributed among voting networks by the distributor V, i.e.

\'\

V(s(t))

= {x;}.

"\

In every conclusive inference step, a large number of hypothetical macro-inferences

•·
are made simultaneously in each voting network where massively parallel micro-inferences are
performed. The v;; with 0 :::; v;; :::; 1 is the vote of the voter i that represents the probability of the
candidate j being elected. The hypothetical macro-inference is duplicated as many times as the
number of voters.
In general, election is a cooperative process that draws the conclusive macro-inferences by satisfying
maximally the hypotheses of the voters. An election scheme will be described in the following
section.
Continuous sequential macro-inference (i.e. problem-solving) is carried out by chaining (or feeding
back) the output to the input of the next macro-inference step-possibly by means of an interaction
with the environment.

3

The Strategic Election Scheme

Formally, election is a constraint-satisfaction (or optimization) process that produces a vector y
y

= £(V,S)

as a function of the votes V (short-term constraints) and the strategy S {long-term constraints),
where Yi = 1 for the best candidate and Yi = 0 for the others. The function £ ~d the strategy S
can be implemented in various ways.
We present here an election network which consists of sigma-pi units (see Fig.2). The election
involves two stages. In the first stage, the election units act as pi-units (pj) and the votes Vij for
the candidate j, each Vij weighted by the corresponding connection weights s;j, are multiplied to a
product
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which builds the input to the next stage. In (1) the matrix
S
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represents the privilege! that reflect the relative importance of the connections between the voters i
and the candidates j. The vectors a and b will be called privilege vector! and the matrix S privilege
matrix or strategy matrix. The separation of a and b vectors and the use of the intermediate uruts
P; make the strategy modification easier.
·
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Fig.2. The election network
In the second stage, the election units act as sigma-units (y;) and the winner-take-all (1] competition
process
m

{2)

Y;(t) =

€

I: CjJcY;(t- 1)
lc=l

is repeated until a candidate (or l candidates in case of /-winner-take-all) takes all the votes. It is
worth noting from Equations (1) and (2) that a candidate has a very low probability of winning
if a voter casts him a strictly negative vote (near 0). This is the effect of the characteristic of the
pi-units.

4

An Example: Playing a Two-Person Board Game

To test the .voting and election model and the strategic election scheme, we have constructNi a
YEN system which learns to play a two-person board game. In the game, the two players move
their figures alternately on a 3 by 3 game board. The figure can move only one square horizontally
or vertically at a time. A player wins the game when he conquers the home of the opponent or
captures the opponent's figure. The home of the player is the position from which the player started
the game. A player can capture the opponent's figure if it is in the position to which the player
can move ~gally.
Attempting to move a step, in the mind of the player, at least the five little minds are cooperating
and/or fighting: reaching the opponent's home, capturing the opponent's figure, not being captured,
avoiding loops, and moving legally. We have implemented these little minds as the voters in the
VEN system. Each voter was implemented as a three-layer (or two-connection-layer) feedforward
network. The election network described above was used in election. The five voting networks
were trained with examples from typical situations by a back-propagation learning algorithm [5].
A result of voting and election for board positions to move to is shown in Fit,.3 (see [7] for details).
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Fig.3. The voting and election for board positions.
The diameter of circles reflects the strength of hypotheses.

5

Concluding R~marks

The game-playing YEN system has predicted optimal moves for the situations, for which it is not
trained explicitly as a whole. From the experiments with the system we have made the following .
observations. The voting and election formulation of problem-solving makes it possible to realize
a synchronic distribution of the entire burden among voting networks. This renders parallel processing feasible and the macro-level distribution of knowledge possible. The knowledge distribution
helps further in acquiring knowledge easily in terms of a single neural network, which also results
in the enhancement of reusability of the knowledge. Besides the cooperative election, the indirect
interaction and partial duplication of knowledge among voting networks through the sharing of
data and training examples also contribute to the robustness of the inference. Although these
observations should be proved more rigorously in different problem domains, the YEN architecture
appears to provide a framework for constructing distributed parallel cooperative problem-solving
systems for Artificial Intelligence. In the future, attempts will be made on the self-organization of
the YEN systems using the (co- )evolutionary learning concepts, e.g. [3,4].
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